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Abstract
M-estimation is a widely used technique for statistical inference. In this paper, we study properties
of ordinary andweightedM-estimators for semiparametricmodels, especiallywhen there exist param-
eters that cannot be estimated at the
√
n convergence rate. Results on consistency, rates of convergence
for all parameters, and
√
n consistency and asymptotic normality for the Euclidean parameters are
provided. These results, together with a generic paradigm for studying semiparametric M-estimators,
provide a valuable extension to previous related research on semiparametric maximum-likelihood
estimators (MLEs). Although penalized M-estimation does not in general ﬁt in the framework we
discuss here, it is shown for a great variety of models that many of the forgoing results still hold,
including the
√
n consistency and asymptotic normality of the Euclidean parameters. For semipara-
metric M-estimators that are not likelihood based, general inference procedures for the Euclidean
parameters have not previously been developed. We demonstrate that our paradigm leads naturally to
veriﬁcation of the validity of the weighted bootstrap in this setting. For illustration, several examples
are investigated in detail. The new M-estimation framework and accompanying weighted bootstrap
technique shed light on a universal way of investigating semiparametric models.
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1. Introduction
The term “M-estimation” refers to a general method of estimation, where the estimators
are obtained bymaximizing (or minimizing) certain criterion functions. Suppose n indepen-
dent, identically distributed (i.i.d.) observationsX1 . . . Xn are drawn fromP, where  is the
unknown parameter of interest andmay be inﬁnite dimensional. A common type of criterion
function takes the form Pnm = n−1∑ni=1m(Xi), where m is a deterministic function
and Pn is the empirical measure. The most widely used M-estimators include maximum-
likelihood (MLE), ordinary least-squares (OLS), and least absolute deviation estimators.
Semiparametric models are statistical models where at least one parameter of interest is
not Euclidean. In this paper, we study asymptotic properties of ordinary and weighted M-
estimators for semiparametric models that can be parametrized as  = (, ) → P,,
where  is a Euclidean parameter and  belongs to an inﬁnite-dimensional set.
Semiparametric maximum-likelihood estimation and M-estimation for parametric and
nonparametric models has been studied extensively. For excellent references on the subject,
see van der Vaart and Wellner [18] (hereafter abbreviated VW), [17, Chapter 25], [14]
Important results include consistency and rate of convergence theorems for general M-
estimators in [14,18] and efﬁciency results for the MLE of the Euclidean parameters in
[2,7,17]. Moreover, a general theorem for investigating the asymptotic behavior of M-
estimators for the Euclidean parameter in semiparametric models is given in [21].
An alternative approach to obtain the limit distribution of M-estimators is to derive a
characterization as the solution of estimating equations of the form Pn(ˆn) = 0, as
discussed in VW. Estimators obtained in this way are, in general, called Z-estimators. The
Z-estimator theoremgiven inVWis especially usefulwhen the estimator ˆn has convergence
rate
√
n. Unfortunately, this theory does not apply when there exist parameters that cannot
be estimated at the
√
n rate.
Penalized M-estimation provides a ﬂexible alternative to ordinary M-estimation. Exam-
ples of penalized M-estimators for semiparametric models include the penalized MLE for
partial linear models of Mammen and van de Geer [10], the penalized MLE for the Cox
model with interval censored data of Cai and Betensky [3], and the penalized MLE for
transformation models with current status data of Ma and Kosorok [9].
Currently, there are no general inference procedures for the Euclidean component of a
semiparametric M-estimator. It is interesting to note that although the empirical process
bootstrap has been studied and used for a long time (see [1,4,11,20] for reference), no
bootstrap results for semiparametric models are yet available for the setting where one
of the parameters is not
√
n-consistent. The particular bootstrap we study in this paper is
the weighted bootstrap which consists of i.i.d. positive random weights applied to each
observation. This is in contrast to the nonparametric bootstrap where the random vec-
tor of observation weights is multinomial (n, n−1, . . . , n−1). In this case, the observation
weights are exchangeable but not independent. We note, of course, that in both kinds of
bootstraps the random weights are independent of the data. The reason we focus on the
weighted bootstrap in this paper is that the i.i.d. behavior of the weights makes many
of the proofs easier. While it is possible that our results also hold for the nonparametric
bootstrap, such a determination is beyond the scope of this paper and appears to be quite
difﬁcult.
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The primary goal of the present paper is to develop a paradigm for semiparametric M-
estimators that facilitates a conceptual link between weak convergence and validation of
the bootstrap, even when the nuisance parameter may not be
√
n-estimable. To this end,
the ﬁrst main result we present is a general theory for weak convergence, summarized in
Theorem 1 below. The theoremmentioned earlier in [21] is a corollary of our Theorem 1. A
great variety of models can be analyzed by the resulting uniﬁed approach. The second main
result is a validation of the use of the weighted bootstrap as a universal inference tool for
the parametric component, even when the nuisance parameters cannot be estimated at the√
n convergence rate and/or when the usual inferences based on likelihood do not apply,
as happens for example in the penalized M-estimation settings. We also show how these
two main results can be linked through a careful analysis of the entropy numbers of the
associated objective functions.
The layout of the article is as follows. In Section 2,weﬁrst present three examples of semi-
parametric M-estimators. The focus of Section 2 is on the
√
n consistency and asymptotic
normality results for the estimators of the Euclidean parameters. In Section 3, weighted
M-estimators with independent weights are studied. Based on the study of weighted M-
estimators, we can conclude the validity of the weighted bootstrap as a valid inference tool.
Control of the modulus of continuity of the weighted empirical processes plays an impor-
tant role in our approach. The connection mentioned above with the entropy numbers of the
involved objective functions is described in detail in Section 4. In Section 5, we study in
greater detail the examples of Section 2 and verify consistency and bootstrap validity using
the proposed techniques. In Section 6, we show that many penalized M-estimators can be
studied in a similar manner. A few relevant technical results are given in the appendix.
2. Semiparametric M-estimators
Assume the model can be parametrized as (, ) → P,, where  is a Euclidean param-
eter and  belongs to an inﬁnite-dimensional set. Denote P as the expectation under the
true distribution. Our main interest is estimation and inference for .
2.1. Examples of semiparametric M-estimators
Although only three examples will be given here, they stand as archetypes for a great
variety of models that can be studied in a similar manner. In the following sections, deriva-
tives will be denoted with superscript “()”. For example, h(2) refers to the second-order
derivative of the function h. When  is a vector, ′ refers to the transpose of .
Example 1 (Cox model with current status data). Current status data may arise where the
target measurement is the time of occurrence Y of some event, but observations are limited
to whether or not the event has occurred at a random observation time T , when the sample
is collected. We assume the pair (Y, Z) of event time Y and k-dimensional covariate Z
follows the Cox model. Denote the observation as X = (T ,(Y T ), Z). The density of X
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is proportional to
p,(x) = (1− exp(−e
′
z(t)))(exp(−e′z(t)))1−,
where  is the cumulative baseline hazard function and  is the k-dimensional vector of
regression coefﬁcients.
Based on n i.i.d. observations X1, . . . , Xn, (,) can be estimated by the MLE
(ˆn, ˆn) = argmax
{
n∑
i=1
i log
{
1− exp [− exp (′zi)(yi)]}
−(1− i ) exp
(
′zi
)
(yi)
}
.
The MLE for this model is studied in [7,17]. As an alternative, (,) can also be estimated
by the OLS
(ˆn, ˆn) = argmin
{
n∑
i=1
(
1− i − exp(−e′zi(ti)
)2}
.
In this model, the nuisance parameter  cannot be estimated at the
√
n rate, as discussed
in [5].
Example 2 (Binary regression under misspeciﬁed link function). Suppose that we observe
an i.i.d. random sample (z1, u1, y1), . . . , (zn, un, yn) consisting of a k-dimensional covari-
ateZ, a one-dimensional continuous covariateU ∈ [0, 1], and a binary responseY following
the additive model
P,h(Y = 1|Z = z, U = u) = (′z+ h(u)),
where h is a smooth function belonging to
H =
{
h : [0, 1] → [0, 1],
∫ 1
0
(
h(s)(u)
)2
duK
}
(1)
for a ﬁxed K ∈ (0,∞) and an integer s1, and where  : R → [0, 1] is a known
continuously differentiable monotone function. The choices (t) = 1/(1+ e−t ) and  =
	 (the cumulative normal distribution function) correspond to the logit model and the probit
model, respectively. TheMLE (ˆn, hˆn)maximizes the (conditional) log-likelihood function
log(l) =
n∑
i=1
(
Yi log((′Zi + h(Ui)))+ (1− Yi) log(1− (′Zi + h(Ui)))
)
. (2)
The study of binary regression for parametric models can be found in [17]. Here, we investi-
gate the estimation of (, h) under the misspeciﬁcation of. Under model misspeciﬁcation,
the theories for the MLE presented in [7,17] do not apply.
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Remark 1. The condition
∫ 1
0
(
h(s)(u)
)2
duK in (1) can be relaxed as follows. Instead of
maximizing the log-likelihood as in (2), we take (ˆn, hˆn) as the maximizer of the penalized
log-likelihood log(l)−
2n
∫ 1
0
(
h(s)(u)
)2
du, where 
n is a data-driven smoothing parameter.
Then we only need to assume
∫ 1
0
(
h(s)(u)
)2
du <∞, as will be shown in Section 6.
Example 3 (Mixture models). Suppose that an observation X has a conditional density
p(x|z) given an unobservable variable Z = z, where p is known up to the Euclidean
parameter . If the unobservable Z possesses an unknown distribution , then the observa-
tion X has the following mixture density p,(x) =
∫
p(x|z) d(z). The MLE (ˆn, ˆn)
maximizes the log-likelihood function (, ) → log lik(, ) ≡∑ni=1 log(p,(Xi)).
Examples of mixture models include frailty models, errors-in-variable models in which
the errors are modeled by a Gaussian distribution, and scale mixture models over symmetric
densities. For a detailed discussion of the MLE for semiparametric mixture models, see
[14,16].
2.2. General scheme for studying semiparametric M-estimators
More generally, consider a statistical model P,(X), with n i.i.d. observationsX1 . . . Xn
drawn from P,, where  ∈ Rk and  ∈ . Assume that the inﬁnite dimensional space 
has norm || · ||, and the true unknown parameter is (0, 0). An M-estimator (ˆn, ˆn) of
(, ) has the form
(ˆn, ˆn) = argmax
{
n∑
i=1
m,(Xi)
}
, (3)
where m is a known deterministic function. All of the following results will hold, with
only minor modiﬁcations, if “argmax” in Eq. (3) is replaced by “argmin”. For simplicity,
we assume the limit criterion function Pm, where  = (, ), has a unique and “well-
separated” point of maximum 0, i.e., Pm0 > sup/∈G Pm for every open set G that
contains 0.
Analysis of the asymptotic behavior of M-estimators can be split into three main steps:
(1) establishing consistency, (2) establishing a rate of convergence, and (3) deriving the
limiting distribution.
A typical scheme for studying general semiparametric M-estimators is as follows. First,
consistency is established with the argmax theorem in VW. Second, the rate of convergence
for the estimators of all parameters can then be obtained fromTheorem 3.2.5 in VW.We dis-
cuss the consistency and rate of convergence results in Section 2.3. The asymptotic behavior
of estimators of the Euclidean parameters can be studied with Theorem 1 or Corollary 1
presented in Section 2.4. To validate the use of the weighted bootstrap, properties of the
weighted M-estimators can be studied with the results presented in Section 3. Lemmas 1–3
in Section 4 can be used to control the modulus of continuity. We now discuss this general
scheme in more detail.
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2.3. Consistency and rate of convergence
The ﬁrst step is to establish consistency and rate of convergence for all parameters. This
aspect has been well studied for general M-estimators in [14,18].
Consistency of M-estimators can be achieved by the argmax theorem in VW. The basic
idea is as follows. If the argmax functional is continuous with respect to some metric on the
space of the criterion functions, then convergence in distribution of the criterion functions
will imply the convergence in distribution of their points of maximum, the M-estimators,
to the maximum of the limit criterion function. This is a special case of the continuous
mapping theorem of weak convergence. Application of the argmax theorem often involves
certain compactness assumptions on the parameter sets along with model identiﬁability. In
this context, it is often sufﬁcient to verify that the class of functions {m, :  ∈ Rk,  ∈ }
is P -Glivenko–Cantelli, or, in other words, that the empirical average ofm, convergences
to its expectation under P uniformly in the parameters. Such an approach is used in the
proof of consistency for Example 1, given below in Section 5. More generally, establishing
consistency can be quite difﬁcult. While a streamlined approach to establishing consistency
is not a primary goal of this paper, we will present several useful tools for accomplishing
this in the examples and results that follow.
The basic tool in establishing the rate of convergence for an M-estimator is control of
the modulus of continuity of the empirical criterion function using entropy integrals over
the parameter sets. Entropy results in [14] and Theorem 3.4.2 of VW can give rate of
convergence results for a large variety of models, as we will demonstrate for Examples 1–3
in Section 5 below. See [14] for a further discussion.
2.4.
√
n consistency and asymptotic normality I
We now develop a paradigm for studying the asymptotic properties of ˆn, based on an
arbitrarym, which parallels the efﬁcient inﬂuence function paradigm used forMLEs (where
m = log(l)).
For anyﬁxed ∈ , let(t)be a smooth curve running through at t = 0, that is(0) = .
Let a = (/t)(t)|t=0 be a proper “direction of perturbation”. The basic requirements for
the perturbation a are that a ∈ L2(P ) and, when t is small enough, that (t) ∈ . Let A
denote the collection of all such a for the given model.
For simplicity, we denote m(, ;X) as m(, ). Set
m1(, ) = m(, ) and m2(, )[a] =

t
∣∣∣∣
t=0
m(, (t)),
where a ∈ A. We also deﬁne
m11(, ) = m1(, ), m12(, )[a] =

t
∣∣∣∣
t=0
m1(, (t))
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and
m21(, )[a] = m2(, )[a], m22(, )[a1][a2] =

t
∣∣∣∣
t=0
m2(, 2(t))[a1],
where a, a1 and a2 ∈ A, and (/(t))2(t)|t=0 = a2.
Remark 2. A brief review of the construction of MLEs is helpful here. In this special
case, m = log(l). Denote [m2] as the linear span of the components of m2 in L2(P ).
The efﬁcient score function m˜ is equal to the projection of the score function m1 onto the
orthocomplement of [m2] in L2(P ). One way of estimating  is by solving the efﬁcient
score equations
∑n
i=1 m˜,ˆn(Xi) = 0. For a detailed discussion, see [2,17].
For general M-estimators, a natural extension is to construct objective functions as fol-
lows. Deﬁne m2(, )[A] = (m2(, )[a1], . . . , m2(, )[ak]), where A = (a1, . . . , ak)
and a1, . . . , ak ∈ A. Then m12[A1] and m22[A1][A2] can be deﬁned accordingly, for
A1 = (a11, . . . , a1k), A2 = (a21, . . . , a2k) and ai,j ∈ A. Assume there exists an A∗ =
(a∗1 , . . . , a∗k ), where a∗i ∈ A, such that for any A = (a1, . . . , ak), ai ∈ A,
P {m12(0, 0)[A] −m22(0, 0)[A∗][A]} = 0. (4)
Deﬁne m˜(, ) = m1(, )−m2(, )[A∗].  is then estimated by solving∑ni=1 m˜(, ˆn;
Xi) = 0, where we substitute an estimator ˆn for the unknown nuisance parameter. A
variation of this approach is to obtain an estimator ˆn() of  for each given value of  and
then solve  from
n∑
i=1
m˜(, ˆn();Xi) = 0. (5)
Remark 3. In some cases, estimators satisfying (5) may not exist. Hence we weaken (5)
to the following “nearly maximizing” condition
Pnm˜(ˆn, ˆn) = oP (n−1/2). (6)
Next we give sufﬁcient conditions for ˆn, obtained from (6), to be
√
n consistent and
asymptotically normally distributed:
Condition A1 (Consistency and rate of convergence). Assume
|ˆn − 0| = oP (1) and ||ˆn − 0|| = OP (n−c1)
for some c1 > 0, where | · | is the Euclidean norm.
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Condition A2 (Finite variance). 0 < det(I ∗) < ∞, where det denotes the determinant of
a matrix and
I ∗ = {P(m11(0, 0)−m21(0, 0)[A∗])}−1 P [m1(0, 0)−m2(0, 0)[A∗]]⊗2
×{P(m11(0, 0)−m21(0, 0)[A∗])}−1 ,
where superscript ⊗2 denotes outer product.
Condition A3 (Stochastic equicontinuity). For any n ↓ 0 and C > 0,
sup
|−0|n,||−0||Cn−c1
∣∣√n(Pn − P)(m˜(, )− m˜(0, 0))∣∣ = oP (1).
Condition A4 (Smoothness of the model). For some c2 > 1 satisfying c1c2 > 12 and for
all (, ) satisfying
{
(, ) : |− 0|n, ||− 0||Cn−c1
}
,∣∣∣∣P
{
(m˜(, )− m˜(0, 0))−
(
m11(0, 0)−m21(0, 0)[A∗]
)× (− 0)
−
(
m12(0, 0)
[
− 0
||− 0||
]
−m22(0, 0)[A∗]
[
− 0
||− 0||
])
× ||− 0||
}∣∣∣∣
= o(|− 0|)+O(||− 0||c2).
Theorem 1. Suppose that (ˆn, ˆn) satisﬁes Eq. (6), and conditions A1–A4 hold, then
√
n(ˆn − 0) = −√n
{
P(m11(0, 0)−m21(0, 0)[A∗])
}−1
×Pn(m1(0, 0)−m2(0, 0)[A∗])+ oP (1).
Hence ˆn is asymptotically normal distributed with variance I ∗.
Proof. Combining Conditions A1 and A3, we have
√
n(Pn − P)m˜(ˆn, ˆn) =
√
n(Pn − P)m˜(0, 0)+ oP (1). (7)
Considering Eq. (6), we can further simplify Eq. (7) to
√
nP (m˜(ˆn, ˆn)− m˜(0, 0)) = −
√
nPnm˜(0, 0))+ oP (1). (8)
Considering Conditions A1 and A4, we can expand the left-hand side of Eq. (8) to obtain
P(m11(0, 0)−m21(0, 0)[h∗])× (ˆn − 0)
−P
(
m12(0, 0)
[
ˆn − 0
||ˆn − 0||
]
−m22(0, 0)[h∗]
[
ˆn − 0
||ˆn − 0||
])
× ||ˆn − 0||
= o(|ˆn − 0|)+O(||ˆn − 0||c2)− Pnm˜(0, 0)+ o(n−1/2). (9)
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Eq. (9), Conditions A1 and A2 together give us
√
nP (m11(0, 0)−m21(0, 0)[h∗])× (ˆn − 0) = −
√
nPnm˜(0, 0)+ o(1)
and Theorem 1 follows. 
Remark 4. Condition A1 can be quite difﬁcult to establish. Some of these challenges
were discussed in Section 2.3 above. In some cases, establishing A1 can be harder than
establishing all of the remaining conditions of Theorem 1 combined. Fortunately, there
are various techniques for attacking the problem, and we will outline some of them in
the examples considered in Section 5 below. Condition A2 corresponds to the nonsingular
information condition for theMLE.The asymptotic distributionof
√
n(ˆn−0) is degenerate
if this condition is not satisﬁed. For the case of the MLE, I ∗ can be further simpliﬁed to
− {P(m11(0, 0)−m21(0, 0)[A∗])}−1.
Remark 5. Conditions A3 andA4 are perhaps less transparent than Conditions A1 andA2,
but a number of techniques are available for veriﬁcation. Condition A3 can be veriﬁed
via entropy calculations and certain maximal inequalities, for example, as demonstrated in
[7,16]. One relatively simple, sufﬁcient condition is for the class of functions {m˜(, ) : |−
0|1, ‖−0‖2} to beDonsker for some 1, 2 > 0 and thatP
(
m˜(, )− m˜(0, 0)
)2
→ 0 as both |− 0| → 0 and ‖− 0‖ → 0.
Condition A4 can be checked via Taylor expansion techniques for functionals. Roughly
speaking, if the model is differentiable in the ordinary sense when we replace the non-
parametric parameter with a Euclidean parameter, then often the right kind of smoothness
for the inﬁnite-dimensional parameter  also holds. For example, if all third derivatives of
P
[
m˜(, )
]
are bounded in a neighborhood of (0, 0), then the expression in Condition A4
holds for c2 = 2. Hence Condition A4 will hold provided c1 > 14 . Fortunately, c1 > 14 for
all of the examples considered in Section 5 below.
2.5.
√
n consistency and asymptotic normality II
Another way of looking at M-estimators, which is perhaps more intuitive, is as follows.
From the deﬁnition, M-estimators maximize the objective functions, i.e.,
(ˆn, ˆn) = argmax
{
n∑
i=1
m(, ;Xi)
}
. (10)
From Eq. (10), we have
Pnm1(ˆn, ˆn) = 0 and Pnm2(ˆn, ˆn)[a] = 0, (11)
where a runs over A. Eq. (11) are more closely related to parametric models, where we
obtain M-estimators by solving equations based on partial derivatives. Again, only the
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following “nearly maximizing” conditions are needed:
Pnm1(ˆn, ˆn) = oP (n−1/2) and Pnm2(ˆn, ˆn)[a] = oP (n−1/2)
for all a ∈ A. (12)
The following corollary provides sufﬁcient conditions under which estimators satisfying
(12) and Conditions A1–A2 in Theorem 1 will have the same properties obtained in Theo-
rem 1. Before giving this result, we articulate two substitute conditions for A3–A4 which
are needed in this setting:
Condition B3 (Stochastic equicontinuity). For any n ↓ 0 and C > 0,
sup
|−0|n,||−0||Cn−c1
|√n(Pn − P)m1(, )−√n(Pn − P)m1(0, 0)| = oP (1)
and
sup
|−0|n,||−0||Cn−c1
|√n(Pn − P)m2(, )[A∗]
−√n(Pn − P)m2(0, 0)[A∗]| = oP (1),
where c1 is as in Condition A1.
Condition B4 (Smoothness of the model). For some c2 > 1 satisfying c1c2 > 12 , where c1
is given in Condition A1, and for all (, ) belonging to
{
(, ) : |− 0|n, ||− 0||
Cn−c1
}
, ∣∣∣∣P
{
m1(, )−m1(0, 0)−m11(0, 0)(− 0)
−m12(0, 0)
[
− 0
||− 0||
]
× ||− 0||
}∣∣∣∣
= o(|− 0|)+O(||− 0||c2)
and ∣∣∣∣P
{
m2(, )[A∗] −m2(0, 0)[A∗] −m21(0, 0)[A∗](− 0)
−m22(0, 0)[A∗]
[
− 0
||− 0||
]
× ||− 0||
}∣∣∣∣ = o(|− 0|)+O(||− 0||c2).
Corollary 1. Suppose that the estimator (ˆn, ˆn) satisﬁes Eq. (12), and Conditions A1,
A2, B3 and B4 all hold. Then the results of Theorem 1 hold for ˆn.
Remark 6. Setting A = A∗ and combining the two equations in (12), we obtain (6).
Subtracting the two equations inConditionsB3 andB4 inCorollary 1,we can get Conditions
A3 and A4 in Theorem 1, respectively. Thus, the conditions in Corollary 1 are stronger than
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their counterparts in Theorem1.However, Corollary 1 is sometimes easier to understand and
implement. We also note that simpler sufﬁcient conditions for B3 and B4 can be developed
along the lines of Remark 5 above.
3. Weighted M-estimators and the weighted bootstrap
We now investigate inference for the M-estimators of . For the parametric MLE, the
most widely used inference techniques are based on the likelihood. For general parametric
M-estimation, a natural thought is to mimic the approach for log-likelihood expansion.
However, what we would then obtain is
Pnm(ˆn) = Pnm(0)+ (ˆn − 0)
n∑
i=1
m1(0)− 12 n(ˆn − 0)
′Pm11(ˆn − 0)
+oP (1+√n|ˆn − 0|)2.
Unfortunately, the quadratic term is equal to a complicated sum of chi-squared distributed
random variables asymptotically. This makes inference based on the likelihood ratio im-
practical, and we will not pursue this approach further in this paper.
In contrast, the weighted bootstrap—which can be expressed in this setting as a weighted
M-estimator—appears to be an effective and nearly universal inference tool for semipara-
metric M-estimation. We verify below that this holds true in surprising generality.
3.1. Weighted M-estimators
Consider n i.i.d. observations X1, . . . , Xn drawn from P,. Again denotem(, ;X) as
the deterministic objective function, where  ∈ Rk and  ∈ . Denote Wi, i = 1, . . . , n
as n i.i.d. positive random weights, satisfying E(W) = 1 and var(W) = v0 < ∞, and
independent of (, ;X). The weighted M-estimator (ˆ∗n, ˆ∗n) satisﬁes
(ˆ
∗
n, ˆ
∗
n) = argmax
{
n∑
i=1
Wim(, ;Xi)
}
. (13)
Asymptotic properties of weighted M-estimators will be studied in a fashion parallel to
those of ordinary M-estimators.
Since we assume the random weights are independent of (, ;X), the consistency and
rate of convergence for the estimators of all parameters can be established with Corollary
3.2.3 and Theorem 3.2.5 in VW, respectively, with minor modiﬁcations. For completeness,
we include their weighted versions as Corollaries 3 and 4 in the appendix.
Assume the estimator (ˆ
∗
n, ˆ
∗
n) satisﬁes
P∗nm˜(ˆ
∗
n, ˆ
∗
n) = Pn{Wm˜(ˆ
∗
n, ˆ
∗
n)} = oP (n−1/2). (14)
Next, we investigate the asymptotic behavior of ˆ
∗
n.
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Corollary 2. Replace all m˜ in Theorem 1 with Wm˜. Suppose that the estimator (ˆ
∗
n, ˆ
∗
n)
satisﬁes Eq. (14) and Conditions A1–A4 in Theorem 1, then
√
n(ˆ
∗
n − 0) = −
√
n
{
P(m11(0, 0)−m21(0, 0)[A∗])
}−1
×P∗n(m1(0, 0)−m2(0, 0)[A∗])+ oP (1).
Thus ˆ
∗
n is asymptotically normally distributed with variance (1 + v0)I ∗, where I ∗ is as
deﬁned in Condition A2.
Remark 7. We can also obtain results for weightedM-estimators similar to those in Corol-
lary 1. Suppose the estimator (ˆ
∗
n, ˆ
∗
n) satisﬁes
P∗nm1(ˆ
∗
n, ˆ
∗
n) = oP (n−1/2) and P∗nm2(ˆ
∗
n, ˆ
∗
n)[a] = oP (n−1/2) (15)
for any a ∈ A. If we replacem1 andm2 withWm1 andWm2, respectively, then for estima-
tors satisfying Eq. (15) and all the conditions in Corollary 1, the conclusion of Corollary 2
holds.
3.2. Weighted bootstrap for semiparametric M-estimators
The above results can be used to justify the use of the weighted bootstrap for general
M-estimators.
Theorem 2. Suppose the M-estimator ˆn and the weighted M-estimator ˆ
∗
n satisfy:
√
n(ˆn − 0) = I˜−10
√
nPnm˜+ oP (1) and√
n(ˆ
∗
n − 0) = I˜−10
√
nP∗nm˜+ oP (1). (16)
Then we have
√
n(ˆ
∗
n − ˆn) = I˜−10
√
n(P∗n − Pn)m˜ + oP (1). Since E(W) = 1 and W is
independent of (, ;X),√n/v0(P∗n−Pn)m˜ has the same conditional limiting distribution
as
√
n(Pn − P)m˜ has unconditionally. Hence we can conclude
(√
n
v0
(ˆ
∗
n − ˆn)
∣∣∣Xn)→d
√
n(ˆn − 0), where Xn represents the data X1, . . . , Xn.
Since
(√
n/v0(ˆ
∗
n − ˆn)
∣∣∣Xn) and√n(ˆn − 0) have the same limiting distribution, we
can use the weighted bootstrap for inference on ˆn.
Remark 8. Another widely used inference tool is the empirical bootstrap, as shown in
Section 3.6 of VW. Consistency of the empirical bootstrap estimators can be established
following Theorems 3.6.1 and 3.6.2 of VW. However, convergence rate and asymptotic
normality results (such as those in Corollary 2) are quite difﬁcult to establish, especially for
models with parameters not estimable at the
√
n rate.
For the weighted bootstrap, once the asymptotic properties for the ordinary semiparamet-
ric M-estimators are established following the results in Section 2, the weighted bootstrap
can be veriﬁed almost automatically. The entropy control results in Section 4 below play
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an important role in connecting properties of the ordinary M-estimators with the validity of
the weighted bootstrap. The ease of validating the weighted bootstrap can be seen from the
examples studied in Section 5.
4. Entropy control
The asymptotic behavior of M-estimators is often closely related to certain entropy in-
tegrals, for example of the set {m˜(, ) :  ∈ Rk,  ∈ }. For weighted M-estimators, the
functional sets of interest are composed of functions multiplied by independent weights.
The implication of the results in this section is that, in many situations, both the weighted
and unweighted M-estimators can be controlled by the same entropy integral bounds. Prac-
tically, this means that the corresponding rates of convergence will also be the same. The
following three lemmas are essentially generalizations of Theorems 2.2.4 and 2.14.2 and
Lemma 3.4.2 of VW, respectively. We ﬁrst review a few deﬁnitions which can also be found
in VW:
Deﬁnition (Covering number). Let (F, ||·||) be a subset of a normed space of real functionsf
on some set. The covering numberN(,F, ||·||) is theminimal number of balls {g : ||g−f ||
<} of radius  needed to cover the set F. The entropy (without bracketing) is the logarithm
of the covering number. Deﬁne J (,F) = supQ
∫ 
0
√
1+ logN (||F ||Q,2,F, L2(Q))) d,
where the supremum is taken over all ﬁnitely discrete probability measures Q with
‖F‖Q,2 > 0.
Deﬁnition (Bracketing number). Given two functions l and u, the bracket [l, u] is the set
of all functions f with lf u. An  bracket is a bracket [l, u] with ||l − u|| < . The
bracketing number N[](,F, || · ||) is the minimum number of  brackets needed to cover F.
The entropy with bracketing is the logarithm of the bracketing number. For a given norm
|| · ||, deﬁne a bracketing integral of a class of functions F as
J[](,F, || · ||) =
∫ 
0
√
1+ log N[] (||F ||,F, || · ||) d (17)
or
J˜[](,F, || · ||) =
∫ 
0
√
1+ log N[] (,F, || · ||) d. (18)
A class F of measurable functions is P -measurable if the map
(x1, . . . , x2) → sup
f∈F
∥∥∥∥∥
n∑
i=1
eif (xi)
∥∥∥∥∥
is measureable for all (e1, . . . , en) ∈ Rn (see Deﬁnition 2.3.3 of VW). A stronger, but easier
to verify, measurability assumption is pointwise measurability. The class F is pointwise
measurable if there exists a countable subset G ⊂ F such that for every f ∈ F there exists
a sequence {gm} ∈ G with gm(x) → f (x) for every x. This last condition is generally
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easy to verify in statistical applications, and, in fact, holds true for our examples. For a
nondecreasing, convex function  : [0,∞) → [0,∞) with (0) = 0 and a real random
variableX, we also need to deﬁne the Orlicz norm: ‖X‖ ≡ inf{C > 0 : E(|Z|/C)1}.
Also deﬁneGn = √n(Pn − P).
Lemma 1 (Entropy control with covering number). LetF be aP -measurable class ofmea-
surable functions with measurable envelope F . Let W be a positive random variable with
E(W) = 1 and var(W) = v0, for 0v0 <∞. Then
E
[||Gn(Wf )||∗F] kJ (1,F)||F ||P,2,
where k does not depend on F, W or F , and where ‖ · ‖F denotes the supremum over all
f ∈ F.
Proof. Since ||W(f1 − f2)||Q,2 ||W ||Q,2||f1 − f2||Q,2, we have
N
(
||W ||Q,2||F ||Q,2,WF, L2(Q)
)
N
(
||F ||Q,2,F, L2(Q)
)
. (19)
Also, since F is measurable, we have thatWF is measurable.
Set Gon = n−1/2
∑n
i=1 if (Xi), where the i’s are i.i.d. Rademacher random variables,
deﬁned by P( = 1) = P( = −1) = 12 . Set 2(y) = ey
2 − 1. Then by Theorem 2.2.4 of
VW, we have
||||Gon||WF||2|X,W
∫ n
0
√
1+ log N(,WF, L2(Pn)) d (20)
for n = ||||Wf ||n||F, where “” means “bounded above up to a universal constant”.
Here || · ||n is the L2(Pn)-seminorm and || · ||2 is the Orlicz norm deﬁned above. Setting
 = u||W ||n||F ||n and changing variables in (20), we obtain∫ n
0
√
1+ logN(,WF, L2(Pn)) d
= K
∫ n||W ||n||F ||n
0
√
1+ logN(u||W ||n||F ||n,WF, L2(Pn))||W ||n||F ||n du
K
∫ 1
0
√
1+ logN(u||F ||n,F, L2(Pn))||W ||n||F ||n du.
Hence, we can conclude E||Gon||WFJ (1,F)(E||F ||2)1/2 after taking expectations. Thus
the desired result holds by symmetrization (Lemma 2.3.1 of VW) and the fact that ‖ · ‖2
dominates ‖ · ‖2. 
Lemma 2 (Entropy control with bracketing number I). LetFbea class ofmeasurable func-
tions with envelop F , letW be as in Lemma 1, then
E
[||Gn(Wf )||∗F] k√1+ v0J[](1,F, L2(p))||F ||P,2,
where k does not depend on F,W or F .
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Proof. By Theorem 2.14.2 of VW, we have
E
[||Gn(Wf )||∗F]  J[] (1,WF, L2(P )) ||WF ||P,2
= J[] (1,WF, L2(P ))
√
1+ v0||F ||P,2.
Since ||Wf1 −Wf2||P,2 = √1+ v0||f1 − f2||P,2 and ||WF ||P,2 = √1+ v0||F ||P,2, we
have
N[]
(

√
1+ v0||F ||P,2,WF, L2(P )
)
= N[]
(
||F ||P,2,F, L2(P )
)
.
Thus J[](1,WF, L2(P )) = J[](1,F, L2(P )), and the desired result follows. 
Lemma 3 (Entropy control with bracketing number II). Let F be a class of measurable
functions with Pf 2 < 2 and ||f ||∞M . Also let W be as deﬁned in Lemma 1, and
assumeWm for some ﬁxed constant m <∞. Then
E∗P
[||Gn(Wf )||∗F] k√1+ v0J˜[](,F, L2(p))
{
1+ J˜[](,F, L2(p))√
1+ v02√n
mM
}
,
where k does not depend on F,W or F .
Proof. By Lemma 3.4.2 of VW, we have
E∗P ||Gn||WFJ˜[](
√
1+ v0,WF, L2(P ))
(
1+ J˜[](
√
1+ v0,WF, L2(P ))
(1+ v0)2√n
mM
)
.
We also have ||WF||P,2√1+ v0, ||WF||∞mM, and ||Wf1 −Wf2||P,2 = √1+ v0
||f1 − f2||P,2. From the deﬁnition of J˜[], we have
J˜[](,WF, L2(P )) =
∫ 
0
√
1+ log N[](,WF, L2(P )) d
=
∫ 
0
√
1+ log N[]
(
√
1+ v0 ,F, L2(P )
)
d
=
∫ √
1+v0
0
√
1+ logN[](u,F, L2(P ))
√
1+ v0 du
= √1+ v0J˜[]
(
√
1+ v0 ,F, L2(P )
)
.
Hence the desired result follows. 
Remark 9. We note that these maximal inequalities all permit v0 = 0. Hence, the setting
where W = 1 almost surely is a special case of the above lemmas. More precisely, the
conclusions of Theorems 2.2.4 and 2.14.2 andLemma3.4.2 ofVWare, respectively, implied
by the above lemmas.
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Remark 10. The previous three lemmas are enough for our examples, but there are many
settings where other maximal inequalities may be needed. For a more complete reference
on maximal inequalities without the random weights, see Chapter 6 of van de Geer [14],
and Sections 2.14 and 3.4 of VW.
5. Examples continued
Wenow study themodels presented in Section 2 in greater detail.We only include relevant
model assumptions here. For demonstration purposes and clarity, some assumptions are
made stronger here than in the original references.
Example 1 (Cox model with current status data (cont.)). TheMLE of the Coxmodel with
current status data is studied in [7,17]. The OLS has not been studied previously. The main
assumptions include
[E1.1]  ∈ B1 and z ∈ B2, where B1 and B2 are known compact set of Rk .
[E1.2] There exists a known K , such that 0 < 1/K <  < K <∞.
[E1.3] The event time and censoring time are both bounded by a known constant.
[E1.4] The event time and censoring time are conditionally independent given Z.
Technical Tool T1. Under conditions E1.1–E1.4, there exists a constant C such that, for
every  > 0, and for
M1 =
{
m(,) : m(,) =  log{1− exp[− exp(′Z)]} − (1− ) exp(′Z)}
and
M2 =
{
m(,) : m(,) = (1− − exp[− exp(′Z)])2} ,
we have
logN[] (,Mi , L2(P )) C
(
1

)
for i = 1, 2. (21)
For a proof, see Lemma 25.84 of van der Vaart [17].
Consistency: The parameter set for  is compact by assumption, and the parameter set
for  is compact relative to the weak topology. Consistency for the MLE and OLS can be
obtained by the Argmax Theorem in VW, as discussed for theMLE in [17]. The consistency
for the OLS is quite similar and the proof is omitted here.
Rate of convergence: Deﬁne d ((,), (0,0)) = |− 0| + ||− 0||2. Combining
the inequality (21) with Lemma 2 above and taking n() =
√

(
1+√/(2√n)
)
in
Corollary 4 below, we can conclude a convergence rate of n1/3 for both |ˆn−0| and ||ˆn−
0||. This result holds for both theMLE and OLS, since they have the same consistency and
entropy results. The n1/3 convergence rate is optimal for the estimation of , as discussed
in [5].√
n consistency and asymptotic normality:
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For the MLE, deﬁne m˜(,) =
{
Z− ()(a0,0 ◦ −10 )
}
Q,, where
Q, = e
′
Z
[

exp(−e′Z)
1− exp(−e′Z) − (1− )
]
, a, = 
E(ZQ2,|Y )
E(Q2,|Y )
and  is a known bounded Lipschitz function with (0) = 1. The following “ﬁnite
variance” assumption will be needed:
[E1.5] P [(z0 − a0,0)Q0,0 ]⊗2 is nonsingular.√
n consistency and asymptotic normality of ˆn can then be proved by the “efﬁcient score”
approach given in Chapter 25 of van der Vaart [17]. This is a special case of Theorem 1.
For the OLS, set
m1 = 2ze′z exp(−e′z)(1− − exp(−e′z))
and
m2[a] = 2e′z exp(−e′z)(1− − exp(−e′z))a.
Consider the estimator (ˆn, ˆn) satisfying
Pnm1(ˆn, ˆn) = oP (n−1/2) and Pnm2(ˆn, ˆn)[a] = oP (n−1/2)
for any a ∈ A ≡ L02(Y ) (the set of all mean zero square integrable functions of Y ). We now
prove the
√
n consistency and asymptotic normality of ˆn with Corollary 1. From the rate of
convergence results discussed above, Condition A1 is satisﬁed with c1 = 13 . Condition B3
can be veriﬁed with the entropy result (21) and Lemma 3. Combining Taylor expansion with
the differentiability of the functions involved in m1 and m2, we can see that Condition B4
is satisﬁed with c2 = 2. Now we check Condition A2.
Deﬁne t = 0 + ta for a proper perturbation direction a. Set
m12[a] = 2ze′z exp(−e′z)
×
(
(1− e′z)(1− − exp(−e′z))+ e′z exp(−e′z)
)
a
≡ L(,)a
and m22[a1][a2] = −2e2′z exp(−e′z)
[
1− − 2 exp(−e′z)
]
a1a2 ≡ N(,)a1a2,
for a1, a2 ∈ A. Condition A2 requires P(m12[A] − m22[A∗][A]) = 0, which will be
satisﬁed by A∗ = E(L(,)|Y )/E(N(,)|Y ). Simple calculations give
m11 = 2z2e′z exp(−e′z)
×
[
(1−e′z)(1− − exp(−e′z))+ e′z exp(−e′z)
]
and m21[a] = L(,)a. Denote I ∗ = {P(m11 − m21[A∗])}−1P [m1 − m2[A∗]]⊗2
{P(m11 −m21[A∗])}−1. Assume
[E1.5′] 0 < det(I ∗) <∞.
Then all conditions of Corollary 1 are satisﬁed. The
√
n consistency and asymptotic
normality of ˆn follows.
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Validity of the weighted bootstrap: For the random weightsW , we assume
[E1.6] There exists a constant N such thatW < N <∞.
Consistency of the weighted M-estimators can be established by Corollary 3, following
the same argument as for the ordinary M-estimators. With condition E1.6 and Lemma 3,
we can apply Corollary 4 to establish a convergence rate n1/3 for all parameters. For the√
n consistency and asymptotic normality of ˆ
∗
n, Corollary 2 and Remark 7 are applied
for the weighted MLE and the weighted least-squares estimator, respectively. For both
estimators, Conditions A2 and A4 have been veriﬁed previously. We now only need to
check Conditions A1 and A3 for the MLE and A1 and B3 for the least-squares estimator.
Condition A1 is satisﬁed with c1 = 13 from the convergence rate results for both estimators.
Conditions A3 and B3 can be checked directly with the entropy result (21) and Lemma 3 in
Section 4. Hence, the
√
n consistency and asymptotic normality of the weighted estimators
for  follow. Based on Theorem 2, the validity of the weighted bootstrap follows for both
the MLE and OLS.
Example 2 (Binary regression under misspeciﬁed link function (cont.)). Denote the true
value of (, h) as (0, h0). Under misspeciﬁcation, it is assumed that
P,h(Y = 1|Z = z, U = u) = (′z+ h(u)), (22)
but the true link function is = . When themodel is misspeciﬁed, the maximizer (˜, h˜) of
the likelihood function is not necessarily (0, h0). The maximizer (˜, h˜) can also be viewed
as a minimizer of the Kullback–Leibler discrepancy, which is deﬁned as
−P
( logp,h
logp
)
= −P
(
Y log(′Z + h)+ (1− Y ) log(1− (′Z + h))
Y log(′0Z + h0)+ (1− Y ) log(1− (′0Z + h0))
)
.
Here the expectation is taken with respect to the true underlying distribution.
The following model assumptions are needed.
[E2.1]
(
(1)

)(1)
< 0,
(
− (1)1−
)(1)
< 0 and
(
(1)

)(1)
< 0,
(
− (1)1−
)(1)
< 0.
[E2.2] For simplicity, we assume u ∈ [0, 1], and Eh˜(u) = c for a known constant c. We
estimate h under the constraint Pn(hˆn) = c.
[E2.3]  ∈ B1 and z ∈ B2, where B1 and B2 are both compact sets in Rk .
[E2.4] var(Z − E(Z|U)) is nonsingular.
Remark 11. The condition E2.1 is satisﬁed bymany link functions, including the logit link
(corresponding to (u) = eu/(1 + eu)), the probit link (corresponding to (u) = 	(u)),
and the complementary log–log link (corresponding to (u) = exp(−eu)).
Technical Tool T2. For the class G =
{
g : [0, 1] → [0, 1] : ∫ (g(s)(x))2 dx < 1}, we have
logN(,G, L2(Q))K−1/s (23)
for ﬁxed constantsK , s1 and all  > 0. See Theorem 2.4 of van de Geer [14] for a proof.
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Combining the entropy result (23) with the conditions that  andZ are both bounded and
 is continuously differentiable, we can conclude
logN(, {(′z+ h)}, L2(Q))C−1/s, (24)
where h ∈ H,  ∈ B1, z ∈ B2 and C is a ﬁxed constant. Eq. (24), together with the
boundedness conditions and the Lipschitz property of the log function, leads to a similar
result for the class of log-likelihood functions.
Consistency: Denote m = log(l). Combining Pnm(ˆn, hˆn)Pnm(˜, h˜) with Pm(ˆn,
hˆn)Pm(˜, h˜), we have
0P(m(˜, h˜)−m(ˆn, hˆn))(Pn − P){m(ˆn, hˆn)−m(˜, h˜)}.
The entropy result (24), boundedness assumptions E2.2 and E2.3 and Lemma 1 give√
n(Pn − P){m(ˆn, hˆn)−m(˜, h˜)} = oP (1). Thus we can conclude
0P(m(˜, h˜)−m(ˆn, hˆn))oP (n−1/2).
Also from Taylor expansion
P(m(˜, h˜)−m(ˆn, hˆn)) = −P


(
(˜
′
Z + h˜)− (ˆ′nZ + hˆn)
)2 ((1)(¯′Z + h¯)
(¯
′
Z + h¯)
)(1)
Y
−
(
(1)(¯
′
Z + h¯)
1− (¯′Z + h¯)
)(1)
(1− Y )



 ,
where (¯, h¯) is a linear segment between (ˆn, hˆn) and (˜, h˜).
Combining condition E2.1 with conditions E2.2 and E2.3, there exists a scalar c0, such
that
−


(
(1)(¯
′
Z + h¯)
(¯
′
Z + h¯)
)(1)
Y −
(
(1)(¯
′
Z + h¯)
1− (¯′Z + h¯)
)(1)
(1− Y )

 > c0 > 0.
Hence we can conclude P
(
(˜
′
Z + h˜)− (ˆ′nZ + hˆn)
)2 = oP (1), which is equivalent to
P
{
(˜− ˆn)′(Z − E(Z|U))+ (h˜− hˆn)+ (˜− ˆn)′E(Z|U)
}2 = oP (1).
Since var(Z −E(Z|U)) is nonsingular, the above equation gives us |ˆn − ˜| = oP (1) and
||hˆn − h˜||2 = oP (1).
Rate of convergence: Deﬁne d((1, h1), (2, h2)) = |1− 2| + ||h1− h2||L2 . From the
boundedness assumptions, the log-likelihood functions are uniformly bounded. Based on
the entropy result shown in T2 and Lemma 1 using the bound of the log-likelihood function
as the envelope function, we now have
E∗P |
√
n(Pn − P)(m(˜, h˜)−m(ˆn, hˆn))|K11− 12s (25)
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for d((˜, h˜), (ˆn, hˆn)) <  and a constantK1. Here E∗P denotes the outer expectation. This
result can then be applied to Corollary 4 below to yield the rate of convergence ns/(2s+1).√
n consistency and asymptotic normality: Corollary 1 is applied here. We can see that
Condition A1 is satisﬁed with c1 = s/(2s + 1); Condition B3 has been shown in (25);
Condition B4 is satisﬁed with c2 = 2 based on the continuity of functions and on Taylor
expansion. Now, we only need to verify the ﬁnite variance condition.
We have
m1 =
(
Y
(1)

− (1− Y ) 
(1)
1− 
)
Z and m2[a] =
(
Y
(1)

− (1− Y ) 
(1)
1− 
)
a
for a proper perturbation direction a and ht = h0+ ta. We also have for a1, a2 ∈ A, where
A = {a : a ∈ L02(P ) and a ∈ G}, that
m11 =

Y
(
(1)

)(1)
− (1− Y )
(
(1)
1− 
)(1)Z⊗2,
m12[a1] =

Y
(
(1)

)(1)
− (1− Y )
(
(1)
1− 
)(1)Za1,
m21[a1] =

Y
(
(1)

)(1)
− (1− Y )
(
(1)
1− 
)(1)Za1
and
m22[a1][a2] =

Y
(
(1)

)(1)
− (1− Y )
(
(1)
1− 
)(1) a1a2.
The “ﬁnite variance” condition requires that there existsA∗ = (a∗1 . . . a∗k ), such that for any
A = (a1 . . . ak)
P {m12[A] −m22[A∗][A]}
= P



Y
(
(1)

)(1)
− (1− Y )
(
(1)
1− 
)(1) (ZA− A∗A)

 = 0, (26)
where a∗i , ai ∈ A. Denote Q =
(
Y
(
(1)

)(1)
− (1− Y )
(
(1)
1−
)(1))
. It is obvious that
A∗ = E(ZQ|U)/E(Q|U) satisﬁes (26). Assume
[E2.5] 0 < det({P(m11−m21[A∗])}−1P [m1−m2[A∗]]⊗2{P(m11−m21[A∗])}−1) <∞.
Now the
√
n consistency and asymptotic normality of ˆn follow.
Validity of theweighted bootstrap: Consistency of theweightedMLEcan be obtained sim-
ilarly to that for the ordinary MLE, with reapplication of the entropy result from Lemma 1.
The rate of convergence can be obtained by Corollary 4 as ns/(2s+1) for all parameters. Un-
conditional
√
n consistency and asymptotic normality for the estimator of ˜ can be achieved
by Remark 7. Thus from Theorem 2, the weighted bootstrap is valid.
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Example 3 (Mixture models (cont.)). Consider themixturemodelwith kernelp(x, y|z) =
ze−zxze−zy , where we write the observations as pairs (Xi, Yi). Thus given unobservable
variables Zi = z, each observation consists of a pair of exponentially distributed variables
with parameters z and z, respectively. Assume Z has unknown distribution (z).
Existence of the “least-favorable direction” a∗ is discussed in Section 3 of van der Vaart
[16]. The efﬁcient score function is shown to be
l˜,(x, y) =
∫ 1
2 (x − y)z3 exp(−z(x + y)) d(z)∫
z2 exp(−z(x + y)) d(z) . (27)
We assume the following conditions hold:
[E3.1]  ∈ B, where B is a compact set in R.
[E3.2] The true mixing distribution 0 satisﬁes
∫
(z2 + z−5) d0(z) <∞.
[E3.3] P {l˜0,0}2 > 0.
Technical Tool T3. From Lemma L.23 of Pfanzagl [13], there exists a weak neighborhood
V of the true mixing distribution such that the class F ≡ {l˜, :  ∈ B,  ∈ V } is Donsker
with
logN[]
(
, {l˜, :  ∈ B,  ∈ V }, L2(Q)
)
K
(
1

)L
for a ﬁxed constant 1 < L < 2.
Consistency: Consistency of (ˆn, ˆn) for the product of the Euclidean and weak topology
follows from Kiefer and Wolfowitz [8], as discussed in [16].
Rate of convergence: FromTechnical Tool T3,we obtain that the entropy integralJ[](,F,
L2(P )) 1−L/2. Lemma 3 and Corollary 4 can now be applied to obtain the convergence
rate n1/(2+L) for all parameters.√
n consistency and asymptotic normality of ˆn: We now check conditions in Theorem 1.
Condition A1 is satisﬁed with c1 = 1/(2 + L), as shown above. Condition A2 is the
assumption E3.3. Refer to [16] for a discussion of the setA. Condition A3 can be checked
by Lemma 3 above. Condition A4 is satisﬁed with c2 = 2. Hence, the√n consistency and
asymptotic normality of ˆn follow.
Validity of weighted bootstrap: We now establish properties of the weighted MLE. Con-
sistency can be obtained by following Kiefer and Wolfowitz [8], using the same arguments
used for the ordinaryMLE. The convergence rate n1/(2+L) can be achieved with Corollary 4
and the entropy result from Lemma 2 for all parameters.
√
n consistency and asymptotic
normality of the weightedMLE for  can be obtained by Corollary 2. Thus, we can conclude
that the weighted bootstrap is valid by Theorem 2.
6. Penalized M-estimation
Penalized M-estimators have been studied, for example in [6,14,15,19]. Generally, they
do not ﬁt in the framework discussed above because of the extra penalty terms. Another
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important feature of penalized M-estimators is the difﬁculty of the inference. Although
Murphy and van der Vaart [14] show that inference for the semiparametric MLE can be
based on the proﬁle likelihood, their technique does not hold for the penalized MLE: the
penalized term of the objective function is at least of the order oP (1) and cannot satisfy the
condition (3.9) in Murphy and van der Vaart [14] in the limit.
We show that certain penalizedM-estimators can be coaxed into the framework discussed
above. Examples we investigate include the penalized MLE for binary regression under
misspeciﬁed link function, the penalized least-squares estimator for partly linear regression
and the penalized MLE for the partly additive transformation model with current status
data. The key is: once we can establish that the penalty term is oP (n−1/2), then the “nearly
maximizing” condition is satisﬁed. All the remaining analysis can be carried out as for
ordinary M-estimators.
Example 2 (Binary regression under misspeciﬁed link function (cont.)). As discussed in
Remark 1, we can study this model under the relaxed condition
∫ 1
0
(
h(s)(u)
)2
du < ∞
by taking the penalized approach. All other assumptions discussed in Section 5 will still be
needed. Consider the penalized MLE (ˆn, hˆn) as an estimator of (˜, h˜), where
(ˆn, hˆn) = argmax{log(l(, h))− 
2nJ 2(h)}. (28)
In (28), 
n is a data-driven smoothing parameter and J 2(h) =
∫ 1
0
(
h(s)(u)
)2
du. We also
assume
[E2.5] 
n = OP (n−s/(2s+1)) and 
−1n = OP (ns/(2s+1)).
Technical Tool T2′ [14, theorem, p. 79]. Consider a uniformly bounded class of functions
 with supg∈ |g − g0|∞1. Assume moreover that log
(
N[](,, P )
)
A−, for all
 > 0, where  is a positive constant. Then for n = n−1/(2+),
sup
f∈
|(Pn − P)(g − g0)|
||g − g0||1−/2 ∨√n2n
= oP (n−1/2). (29)
We now investigate the properties of the penalized MLE. Denote m = log(l).
Consistency: From the entropy result T2 as shown in Section 5, we have
(Pn − P)(m(, h)−m(˜, h˜)) = (1+ J (h))oP (n−1/2), (30)
where , h satisfy all the model assumptions. The penalized MLE satisﬁes
Pnm(ˆn, hˆn)− 
2nJ 2(hˆn)Pnm(˜, h˜)− 
2nJ 2(h˜). (31)
Combining (30) and (31), we can conclude
0P(m(˜, h˜)−m(ˆn, hˆn))
2nJ 2(h˜)+ oP (n−1/2)(1+ J (hˆn)). (32)
Under boundedness assumptions, we can conclude 
nJ (hˆn) = oP (1). Hence we now
have 0P(m(˜, h˜)−m(ˆn, hˆn)) = oP (1). Following the same argument as in Section 5,
we can conclude the consistency of (ˆn, hˆn).
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Rate of convergence: Denote  = ′z + h, ˜ = ˜′z + h˜ and ˆn = ˆ
′
nz + hˆn. Taylor
expansion gives us
P(m(˜, h˜)−m(ˆn, hˆn)) = P
(
1
2
m(2)(¯)(ˆn − ˜)2
)
, (33)
where ¯ is on the line segment between ˆn and ˜. From the compactness assumptions, there
exists 1 and 2, such that 0 < 1 < m(2) < 2 < ∞ a.s. Combining this result with (33),
we now have
1||ˆ− ˜||2P(m(˜, h˜)−m(ˆn, hˆn))2||ˆ− ˜||2. (34)
Combining T2′, inequality (33) and the boundedness assumptions, we have

2nJ
2(hˆn)+ 1||ˆ− ˜||2
2nJ 2(h˜)(1+ J (hˆn))(||ˆn − ˜||1/2 ∨ n−1/6) (35)
Some simple calculations yield J (hˆn) = OP (1) and ||ˆn − ˜|| = OP (n−s/(2s+1)). Once
these results are established, the remaining analysis for the ordinary MLE can be carried
out as done in Section 5. We can see that, if we replacePn withP∗n in the above analysis, all
results hold with only minor modiﬁcations needed. Thus we can establish the consistency
and rate of convergence result for the weighted MLE similarly. Then the analysis of the
weighted MLE for ˜ and the validity of the weighted bootstrap can be carried out using the
same arguments as in Section 5.
Example 4 (Partly linear regression). Given a k-dimensional covariate vectorZ and a one-
dimensional covariate U , let the random variable Y satisfy Y = ′Z + h(U) + , where
{h : [0, 1] → [0, 1]} is a continuously differentiable function of U . Denote (0, h0) as the
true values of the unknown parameters.
Inspired by Wahba [19], we estimate (, h) by
(ˆn, hˆn) = argmax
{
n∑
i=1
(yi − ′zi − h(ui))2 − 
2nJ 2(h)
}
, (36)
based on n i.i.d. observations (z1, u1, y1), ..., (zn, un, yn), where 
n and J are as deﬁned in
the previous example for a ﬁxed s1. Assume
[E4.1] 1, . . . , n are i.i.d. distributed as N(0, 1).
[E4.2] E(h0) = c for a known constant c.
As discussed in [19], it can be shown that
J (hˆn) = OP (1). (37)
Moreover (ˆ
′
nz + hˆn) is consistent for (′0z + h0), with convergence rate ns/(2s+1). Under
the constraint Pnhˆn = c, we can conclude that (ˆn, hˆn) is consistent for (0, h0) with
convergence ratens/(2s+1), by following the same argument as used in the previous example.
We now investigate the asymptotic properties of ˆn. Denotem(, h) = (y−′Z−h(u))2.
From Eq. (37) we can see that (ˆn, hˆn) “nearly” maximizes Pn(m) in the sense that
Pnm1(ˆn, hˆn) = oP (n−1/2) and Pnm2(ˆn, hˆn)[a] = oP (n−1/2)
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for a ∈ A. Corollary 1 applies here. Condition A1 is satisﬁed with c1 = s/(2s + 1).
ConditionB3 can be veriﬁed aswith the binary regression example. ConditionB4 is satisﬁed
with c2 = 2. The ﬁnite variance Condition A2 can be established as follows. Simple
calculations give
m12[a1] = 2z(y − ′z− h(u))a1 and m22[a1][a2] = 2(y − ′z− h(u))a1a2.
It is obvious that if a∗ = E(Z(Y − ′Z − h(U))|U)/E((Y − ′Z − h(U))|U), then the
requirement P {m12[a] −m22[a∗][a]} = 0, for any a ∈ A, is satisﬁed automatically. Here
the setA is quite similar to that in Example 2. We only need to assume
[E4.3] P {Z(Y − ′Z − h(U))(Z − a∗)}⊗2 is nonsingular.
Then the desired result follows.
The validity of the weighted bootstrap for inference of ˆn is achieved by investigating
properties of (ˆ
∗
n, hˆ
∗
n), where
(ˆ
∗
n, hˆ
∗
n) = argmax
{
n∑
i=1
wi(yi − ′zi − h(ui))2 − 
2nJ 2(h)
}
(38)
and the w′i s are realizations of i.i.d. positive random weights W1, . . . ,Wn. The following
extra assumption is needed for the weights.
[E4.4] There exists a ﬁxed N > 0, such that 0 < 1/N < W < N <∞ almost surely.
For the weighted least-squares estimator (38), we are still able to show that J (hˆ∗n) =
OP (1), and (ˆ
∗′
n z + hˆ∗n) is consistent for (′0z + h0), with convergence rate ns/(2s+1), fol-
lowing arguments in Gu [6]. As discussed above, this leads to the conclusion that (ˆ∗n, hˆ∗) is
consistent for (0, h0), with convergence rate ns/(2s+1). The
√
n consistency and asymptotic
normality of ˆ
∗
n can be established with Remark 7. The conditions can be veriﬁed with the
entropy result in Lemma 1 and the arguments used to establish the asymptotic properties of
ˆn. Theorem 2 now validates the use of the weighted bootstrap for this model.
Example 5 (Partly linear transformation model for current status data). Consider the
partly linear transformation model. The event time U and the covariates Z and T are
modeled byH(U)+′Z+h(T ) = e,whereH is an unknown monotone function and h is
an unknown smooth function. For current status data, we observe a random censoring time
V and the status of U at V , i.e., the observed data is X = (V , 1(UV ), Z, T ). Assume e
has known probability distribution function F , then the penalized MLE is
(ˆn, hˆn, Hˆn) = argmax
(
1
n
{
n∑
i=1
i log{F [′zi + h(ti)+H(vi)]}
+ (1− i ) log{1− F [′zi + h(ti)+H(vi)]}
}
− 
2nJ 2(h)
)
,
where J is as deﬁned in Example 4. Denote the true parameter as (0, h0, H0). Estimation
for the partly linear transformation model for current status data is studied in [9].
The following results are established, under some mild assumptions on the distribution
function of e. Assuming that 
n = OP (n−1/3), 
−1n = OP (n1/3), and , Z and h are
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bounded, then J (hˆn) = OP (1), hˆn and Hˆn are L2 consistent for h0 and H0, respectively,
with convergence rate n1/3. ˆn is
√
n consistent, asymptotically normal and efﬁcient. Now
we validate the use of the weighted bootstrap. We need the following assumptions.
[E5.1] Z and 0 belong to bounded subsets B1 and B2 in Rk , respectively.
[E5.2] The function class H = {[0, 1] → R with J (h) < ∞}, and E(h0) = c, for a
known c.
[E5.3] There exists K such that  = {H : 0 < 1/K < H < K <∞}.
[E5.4] 
n = oP (n−1/3) and 
−1n = oP (n1/3).
[E5.5] F has ﬁrst derivative f and satisﬁes (f/F )(1) < 0 and (−f/(1− F))(1) < 0.
[E5.6] Let W denote the random weight. Assume there exists a ﬁxed N such that 0 <
W < N <∞ almost surely.
[E5.7] var(Z − E(Z|T )) is positive deﬁnite.
Other model assumptions can be found in [9]. It is also shown that assumption E5.3 can
in fact be dropped, but we retain it here for clarity of exposition.
Technical Tool T5. For the functional set
 = {′z+ h+H for Z ∈ B1,  ∈ B2, h ∈ H and J (h) < 1, H ∈ },
we have log[](,, L2(P ))K1−1, where K1 is a constant. This result can be obtained
by combining Lemma 3 and Technical Tool T2.
We now investigate the properties of the weighted MLE (ˆ
∗
n, hˆ
∗
n, Hˆ
∗
n ), where
(ˆ
∗
n, hˆ
∗
n, Hˆ
∗
n ) = argmax
(
wi
{
n∑
i=1
i log{F [′zi + h(ti)+H(vi)]}
+ (1− i ) log{1− F [′zi + h(ti)+H(vi)]}
}
− 
2nJ 2(h)
)
for i.i.d. positive random weight realizations wi . Denote
m(, h,H) =  log{F [′z+ h(t)+H(v)]}
+(1− ) log{1− F [′z+ h(t)+H(v)].
Consistency: From the entropy result for the functional set and Lemma 3, we have
(P∗n − P)(m(, h,H)−m(0, h0, H0)) = (1+ J (h))oP (n−1/2), (39)
where , h and H satisfy the model assumptions we discuss above.
The weighted penalized MLE satisﬁes
P∗nm(ˆ
∗
n, hˆ
∗
n, Hˆ
∗
n )− 
2nJ 2(hˆ∗n)P∗nm(0, h0, H0)− 
2nJ 2(h0). (40)
Combining (39) and (40), we can conclude
0P(m(0, h0, H0)−m(ˆ∗n, hˆ∗n, Hˆ ∗n ))
2nJ 2(h0)+ oP (n−1/2)(1+ J (hˆ∗n)). (41)
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Under the boundedness assumptions, we obtain 
nJ (hˆ∗n) = oP (1). Hence we now have
0P(m(0, h0, H0)−m(ˆ∗n, hˆ∗n, Hˆ ∗n ))oP (n−1/6). (42)
From the boundedness assumptions for z, t and H and the Lipschitz continuous property
of the log function, we have that the inequality (42) implies:
P {(ˆ∗′n z+ hˆ∗n + Hˆ ∗n )− (′0z+ h0 +H0)}2 = oP (1). (43)
Combining the independence assumption of ′z + h and H with the inequality (43), we
have for the bounded sequence {cn}, where cn = (Hˆ ∗n −H0)+ E(Hˆ ∗n −H0), that
P
[
(ˆ
∗
n − 0)′(Z − E(Z|T ))+ hˆ∗n − h0 + (ˆ
∗
n − 0)′E(Z|T )− cn
]2 = oP (1). (44)
Since var(Z −E(Z|T )) is positive deﬁnite, additional analysis, along the line of the proof
of Theorem 1 in Ma and Kosorok [9], can verify that Eq. (44) implies
ˆ
∗
n →P 0 and P(hˆ∗n − h0 − cn)2 →P 0.
Combined with assumption E5.2, the above result gives that hˆ∗n is consistent for h0. From
the consistency of ˆ
∗
n and hˆ∗n, we can conclude the consistency of Hˆ ∗n .
Rate of convergence: Denote  = z + h + H . Let q(, x) =  log(F (x)) + (1 − )
log(1− F(x)), and q(2)(, x) = (2/x2)q(, x). We have
P(m(0, h0, H0)−m(ˆ∗n, hˆ∗n, Hˆ ∗n )) = P
(
1
2
q(2)(, ¯)(ˆ∗ − 0)2
)
, (45)
where ¯ is on the line segment between 0 and ˆ
∗
. Then from the compactness assumptions,
there exists 1 and 2, such that 0 < 1 < q(2) < 2 < ∞ a.s. Combining with (45), we
now have
1||ˆ∗ − 0||2P(m(0, h0, H0)−m(ˆ
∗
n, hˆ
∗
n, Hˆ
∗
n ))2||ˆ∗ − 0||2. (46)
Combining Technical Tool T5, inequality (46) and the boundedness assumption of the
weights, we have 
2nJ 2(hˆ∗n) + 1||ˆ∗ − 0||2
2nJ 2(h0) + oP (n−1/2)(1 + J (hˆ∗n))(||ˆ∗ −
0||1/2 ∨ n−1/6). Some simple calculations yield J (hˆ∗n) = oP (1), and ||ˆ∗ − 0|| =
oP (n
−1/3).
Following the same arguments used for the proof of consistency, we can “separate” the
parameters and conclude that all parameters have the convergence rate n1/3. For hˆ∗n and Hˆ ∗n ,
the convergence rate is for the L2 norm.√
n consistency and asymptotic normality: This result follows from Remark 7. Condi-
tion A1 is satisﬁed with the above convergence rate result. Condition A2 is as shown in
[9]. Condition B3 can be veriﬁed with Lemma 3 and the entropy result shown in Technical
Tool T5. Condition B4 is true with c2 = 2. Thus, we can conclude the unconditional √n
consistency and asymptotic normality of ˆ
∗
n. Hence the validity of the weighted bootstrap
follows.
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Appendix A.
The following two “corollaries” are obvious generalizations of Corollary 3.2.3 and
Theorem 3.2.5 of VW, respectively, and we omit the proofs. In both cases, one trivially gets
the results for the unweighted empirical measure Pn by assuming the weightsW1, . . . ,Wn
in P∗n are 1 almost surely. We denote  = (, ) for simplicity, where  ∈ , and assume
there exists a semimetric d making (, d) into a semimetric space.
Corollary 3. Consistency of weighted M-estimator: Let m be a measurable function in-
dexed by (, d) such that Pm :  → R is deterministic. Also let P∗n ≡ n−1
∑n
i=1WiXi ,
whereW1, . . . ,Wn are i.i.d. positive weights independent of the data X1, . . . , Xn.
(1) Suppose that ||(P∗n − P)m|| → 0 in outer probability and there exists a point 0
such that Pm(0) > sup/∈G Pm(), for every open set G that contains 0. Then any
sequence ˆ∗n, such that P∗nm(ˆ
∗
n) sup P∗nm() − oP (1), satisﬁes ˆ∗n → 0 in outer
probability.
(2) Suppose that ||(P∗n−P)m||K → 0 in outer probability for every compactK ⊂  and
that the map  → Pm() is upper semicontinuous with a unique maximizer at 0. Then
the same conclusion is true provided that the sequence ˆ∗n is uniformly tight.
Corollary 4. Rate of convergence of weighted M-estimator: Let m and P∗n be as deﬁned
in Corollary 3 above. Assume also that for every  in a neighborhood of 0, P(m() −
m(0)) − d2(, 0). Suppose also that, for every n and sufﬁciently small , the centered
process (P∗n − P)(m()−m(0)) satisﬁes
E∗ sup
d(,0)<
∣∣(P∗n − P)(m()−m(0))∣∣n()√
n
for a function n such that  → n()/c is decreasing for some c < 2. Let r2nn (1/rn)
√n, for everyn. If the sequence ˆ∗n satisﬁesP∗nm(ˆ∗n)P∗nm(0)−oP (r−2n )and converges
in outer probability to 0, then rnd(ˆ
∗
n, 0) = O∗P (1).
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